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The Gangstalking Harrassment is Perpetrated to Solliict a EEG and 

Emotional Response- to produce EEG Signature Frequency's and Emotional Cluster 

Frequecies, they are then Potentiated thru the Reinforcement of the Repeated identically perpetrated identicle harrassment so Remote Neural Monitoring can Identify

these potentiated frequencies the 
 

 Continued Repeated Identicle Harrassment is done  to keep thesefriequncies potientiated so they can remain below the threshold of firing  so when the harrasment

is reintroduced the Frequecy is provoked to Fire-this is done so when 

the the Frequncey Fires the Remote Neural Monitoring can Latch in to it 

Remote Neural Monitoring can keep latched on to it so the Technologies can track 

The Target and Stimulate Any Identified Brain Function the stimuli is what the Target has been sensitized to-as a result Remote Neural Hacking is done to
Stimulate any Brain Function including Speech and Actions in order to set the Target up for Arrests Jail Psychiatrict wards County Mental health for Intentional
Falsified Mental Diagnoses that are used against them Later For illegal  Probate Control 
 

The Blog your in now shows most of what they have leslie sensitized too when ever the Harrassmentb is Experinced a negative Emotional and eeg frecuncy is

excited- another purpose if The Perpeytrators is to profile the zlikes and dislikes the likes are produced and showcased to Remote Neural Monitor the Brain at
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 Psycical actions can be stimulated- induced- so the target can e arre fraud and human trafficking in a Group home their put in thru the courts after arrests from

these staged events and  the False Diagnosses from the criminal petiontioning 

the target into ipsychiatrict wards thru the Organized Crime Police and Courts- they are then Put in Group homes owned by Organized crime that is directly

connected to the Gangstalking- so gthe Target can be used as a Sytraw Person for Federal and State Funds repeated insurance fraud and Human Trafficking-

GANG STALKING/MODERN MIND CONTROL: The Tew Hypothesis (P1 of 2)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tdv8IA1BvQM&t=1s 
 
 
GANG STALKING/MODERN MIND CONTROL: The Tew Hypothesis (Part 2 of 2 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g3_zzb01gXk&t=28s 
 
 
 
 
The Blog your in now shows most of what they have leslie sensitized too when ever the Harrassment is Experinced a negative Emotional and eeg frecuncy is excited-
another purpose if The Perpeytrators is to profile the likes and dislikes the likes are produced and showcased to Remote Neural Monitor the Brain at elevated emotional
states all of this is done to Hetro Dyne what is corregraphed so it can be stimulated later in enviroments when  they stage events in so the target can be stimulated to
act out Anger Hate resentment fear Depression and speech and 

  
 
 

GANG STALKING/MODERN MIND CONTROL: The Tew Hypothesis (Part 2 of 2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g3_zzb01gXk
 
The Post was Written in 2011
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